Majacraft Pioneer Specifications
General Description
The Pioneer has been designed by Majacraft to be a
highly affordable spinning wheel - yet we have been
careful not to compromise the functionality that Majacraft
wheels are renowned for. The honey coloured oil finish is
unique to the Pioneer and will obviously be treasured by
it’s owner.
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As with all Majacraft wheels our accessories will fit on the
Pioneer. You can add our specialist spinning equipment if
you wish to pursue different styles of spinning.
The wide range of ratios, a versatile Delta Flyer and
easy to use Scotch Tension System will make spinning
a dream! The head can be adjusted in a similar way to
the Little Gem so you can customise the orifice position
to fit your style and body. The effortless double treadle
spinning allows you to spin for long periods of time with
no discomfort. The pedal position has been ergonomically
designed to fit you comfortably as the spinner!
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Construction Timber

Solid Radiata pine and MDF drive wheel

Weight

Approximately 11lbs (5.0kgs). This varies with the wood density
of each wheel.

Wheel Diameter

12.6 “(320mm). Solid MDF.

Orifice Height

Adjustable - minimum height is 27.2” (690mm).

Bearings

Flyer shaft, cranks and drive wheel are mounted on sealed roller
bearings. The head uses precision bearings for reduced friction.

Spinning Head

Adjustable with aluminium bearing housing and sealed roller
bearings.

Bobbins

Wheels are supplied with three Majacraft plastic bobbins.

Drive Bands

Flexible polycord.

Tension Adjustment

Easy to use Scotch Tension.

Flyer Description

Standard aerodynamic flyer Delta flyer. Has adjustable sliding flyer
hook for smooth bobbin filling.

Treadle Movement

Comfortable heel and toe action on smooth running brass hinges.

Finish

Two coats of honey-coloured oil.

Ratios

4.5:1		

Accessories

Lazy kate, wheel skeiner, free standing skeiner, trundler, niddy
noddy, and other Majacraft accessories.
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